




Why you will love 
n-gage messenger

Message from 
Ajit Patel CEO n-gage

Over the last 15 years I have seen numerous social media and technology 
companies make billions of dollars for themselves and their shareholders. 
The ironic part is that the value of these businesses is directly related to the 
number of users that use these platforms. 

The common theme running through all of these businesses is that almost 
all their value has come from satisfied users recommending the products to 
their family and friends. For their effort, users have got no more than the use 
of a good product. On the other hand, the stakeholders of these businesses 
have enjoyed enormous value, which is quite staggering in most cases.

With five friends I started a pharmaceutical business in 1989 
from the basement of my pharmacy in London. With the 
help and investment from friends and family, we built a very 
successful business which was publicly listed on the London 
Stock Exchange in 1998. Against all odds we achieved 
a vision and in the process made a lot of money for our 
shareholders, employees and business partners. The average 
shareholder who had invested $1 in 1991 made $50 eight 
years later.



I want to change that. Just like I did with my pharmaceutical business, I 
am determined to achieve success with n-gage. n-gage is a new breed of 
messengers focused on the privacy of the user and their messages. This 
time, there is a difference; I want to share our success with the founding 
users of n-gage. To that extent, we have developed a program to share over 
20% of equity of n-gage with the founding users.

My personal vision for n-gage is a lot more than just 
making money for all the stakeholders. It is best summed 
up as follows:

 � To make n-gage the best and most comprehensive feature packed 
messenger with focus on messages that are fun and expressive yet 
private and safe.

 � To share equity of n-gage with the founding users, and to either sell or 
publicly list the business on London Stock Exchange by end of 2020. 

 � To give back a part of our revenue to help Transform the lives of 
underprivileged, young, old and the very sick. 
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The success of n-gage will be a combination of the efforts from the 
management team, employees, business partners, shareholders and you 
the user of the app. My mission is to make sure each participant gets a 
share of the success. 

How you as a user can get a share of this success is explained in this little 
booklet. Though the number of users that can receive the rewards is not 
limited, the equity we share is. Once all of the rewards have been allocated, 
your opportunity to participate will be lost. So claim your deserved rewards 
by acting now. 

By now you must be wondering, what do I have to do to get my share of 
the equity? The answer is simple, download the app and use it daily. Give 
us your feedback to help us improve the app. Last but not least, spread the 
word by recommending n-gage to your friends and family.

The more friends you bring onto n-gage, the more Rewards you’ll receive. 

Let’s do this together and make n-gage the best messenger on the market 
and enjoy the rewards of success.

Ajit
CEO n-gage
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Introducing N-Gage 
Champions Program
In order that we can share n-gage equity with you, we have 
designed the N-Gage Champions Program (NCP). The 
program is governed under the UK Law, where the company 
is based. The program was developed bearing in mind the 
needs of you, our user, n-gage’s major shareholders and the 
company. In developing, this program, we were mindful of the 
following: 

 � The scheme is easy to operate bearing in mind complex legal 
requirements.

 � Users outside the United Kingdom can participate in the program

 � Users of different countries get flexibility when it comes to cashing in 
their equity

 � The logistics of remitting the rewards to a large number of users in so 
many different countries is as simple as it can be

 � Maintain flexibility for the company, its management and the advisors to 
explore different options for sale or Public Listing of n-gage, so that a 
large number of stakeholders get the maximum value

 � Keep the program simple to understand



The Structure of 
N-Gage Champions Program
Yourwellness Group Limited (n-gage) is a UK company which 
operates n-gage app. The mechanics of the program are as 
follows:

 � N-gage has issued 1111 million shares out of which 250 million shares 
have been reserved for the benefit of our users

 � The same 250 million shares are owned by Wemet Loyalty Company 
(WLC) a sister company of n-gage, with an independent board of 
directors.

 � N-gage will use a maximum of 250 million N-Gage Loyalty Points 
(NLPs) to its users. N-gage has an agreement with WLC whereby users 
will be able to exchange (subject to conditions) One NLP granted 
to them by n-gage for either of One n-gage share or its value at an 
appropriate time subject to conditions.

 � In summary you get NLPs for using and recommending n-gage to your 
friends and family subject to certain conditions. You then exchange 
these NLPs for either shares in n-gage or cash equivalent at the time 
we sell n-gage or publicly list the company.
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How do you participate in the N-Gage 
Champions Program?
Now that I have shared my reasons behind the N-Gage 
Champions Program (NCP) and that you hopefully understand 
the structure, it is time to find out how you participate. Your 
participation in NCP is simple:

 � Step One: Register for the “N-Gage Champions Program” Go to the 
Rewards part of n-gage to register.

 � Step Two: Join the “User N-Gage Loyalty Points Earning Scheme 
One”

 � Step Three: Start earning N-Gage Loyalty Points (NLPs). For every 
friend you bring to join n-gage, get rewarded 2 N-Gage Loyalty Points.

 � Please note: If you are one of the first 5 million founding users (users 
in some countries are not eligible and subject a maximum limit for 
each country) to download and use n-gage you will be gifted 20 NLPs 
automatically. No need to get friends to download n-gage.

 � Earn More: You can then earn more by recommending n-gage. Get 
2 N-Gage Loyalty Points for every friend you get to download and use 
n-gage.

 � No Limit: You can earn as many NLPs as you want, there is no limit. 
We will keep giving until all 250 million NLPs have been allocated. So 
keep going! 

 � Other Conditions: There is only one more condition you must meet. 
In order to retain and exchange your NLPs for shares in n-gage or its 
value, you must remain an active n-gage user.



New additions to the N-Gage 
Champions Program coming soon
In the next few months, we will be introducing new additions to the N-Gage 
Champions Program that will reward you, our Champions with NLPs in other 
ways. So watch this space!
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Terms and Conditions
Equity means either Shares in n-gage, or its equivalent value in cash 
or gift (Based on an independent valuation). We have allocated some 
N-Gage Loyalty Points for you. These are limited in numbers. You will get 
Equity when you exchange and or redeem these N-Gage Loyalty Points 
with Wemet Loyalty Company as per the terms of N-Gage Loyalty Points 
Redemption Scheme. You can earn more to increase your share of the 
Equity. 

If there are any doubts about the meaning and structure of the program 
mentioned in this booklet, please refer to the details inside the Rewards 
section of the terms and conditions. 

If there are any doubts about the meanings and explanations about the 
program etc. mentioned in this booklet, please be advised that such 
meaning and explanation in the terms and conditions displayed in the 
Rewards section of the n-gage app will stand.

In any event, to participate in the program mentioned here, you will be 
required to agree to the terms of the relevant N-Gage Champions Program 
and the scheme thereof, and such terms will supersede the explanations in 
this booklet.
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